Ski Boat Bimini Assembly

* Ski boat bimini's assemble in the same manner as our regular Bimini Tops; with a few key exceptions.

PART 1:

Feeding fabric onto frame.

- Extended pylon zipper access is located to the rear of the top and is assembled to the 'B' bows.

PART 2: - Mounting Assembled Top to Boat:

- The mounting position of your bimini will be determined by the location of your extended pylon. With a helper, place opened zipper over pylon & unfold top. With pylon centered in opening, locate the position on your boat where the bimini frame will mount. Follow Step 5.

- When folding down your bimini, it is necessary to remove or disassemble the pylon extension. The top will collapse towards the front of your boat. Be sure that top is located far enough forward, so that when folded down, it will not rest on the windshield.

- When underway - Be sure that all tie down straps are tight and fastened securely.